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We give examples where Kanenobu’s necessary condition for

the rationality of a knot is not sufficient, and show that such

examples are atypical.

1. INTRODUCTIONThis note is devoted to the following theorem:
Theorem 1.1 [Kanenobu 1989]. For a rational or 2-bridge knot or link , the Jones polynomial V and theBrandt{Lickorish{Millett{Ho polynomial Q satisfy(�u�u�1)�Q(�u�u�1)�1� = 2�V (u)V (u�1)�1�:

(�)See [Jones 1985; Brandt et al. 1986; Ho 1985] for thede�nition of these polynomials.Apart from its elegance, formula (�) attracted myattention in particular because it provides a sim-ple criterion to decide about the nonrationality of aknot (apart from considering Schubert's classi�ca-tion [1956] or knot group arguments).The converse of this criterion turns out not tobe true; that is, (�) is not a necessary and su�-cient condition for rationality. Here we constructin�nite series of knots that are nonrational, in facteven nonalternating, but for which (�) is satis�ed.These examples have been suggested by empiricalcalculations (explained subsequently), which never-theless reveal (�) to be a surprisingly powerful test.
2. A SYSTEMATIC COLLECTION OF EXAMPLESThe �rst series of examples we construct suggestedby empirical calculations is basically due to JoanBirman. We denote by �i the Artin braid groupgenerators and by � = �2�1�2 the square root ofthe generator of the center of the 3 strand braidgroup B3, as well as by [�] the exponent sum of �,and by w, g and c the writhe, genus and crossingnumber.
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Proposition 2.1. Let � 2 B3 be a 3-braid of the form(i) �6k�11 ��12 or(ii) �6k+11 ��12 �1��12 ,for k 2 N su�ciently large. Then the knot K =(�4k��1)̂ satis�es (�), but is nonrational , even non-alternating . In�nitely many knots arise this way .The proof we give here is of knot-theoretical avour,but a more generally applicable argument will begiven later.
Proof. By [Birman 1985, proposition 2], K and �̂have the same HOMFLY polynomial P [Freyd et al.1985], so also in particular the same V and � [Alex-ander 1928] polynomials. (Such pairs of knots willsubsequently be called Birman pairs.) Since [�] =[�4k��1] we haveQ(�̂) = Q(K) by [Kanenobu 1989,Theorem 2]. Since �̂ is evidently 2-bridge, (�) holdsfor K.Assume that K were alternating. Since �̂ is aclosed alternating braid, �(K) = �(�̂) is a monicpolynomial. But by [Murasugi 1963] (see also Corol-lary 5.3 of [Cromwell 1989]) such a link is �bered,and therefore, by Theorem A of [Murasugi 1991], theMorton{Williams{Franks inequality [Morton 1986;Franks and Williams 1987] is sharp on K.If � is of type (i), K would then be a (2; n) toruslink, and V (K) = V (�̂) would imply K = �̂. But(basically as observed by Birman) Murasugi's for-mulas [1974, x 9{11] show that �(K) 6= �(�̂) for ksu�ciently large, a contradiction.If � is of type (ii), the (closed braid) diagram �̂is reduced, and the Morton{Williams{Franks boundfor both K and �̂ is sharp and equals 3. Then by[Murasugi 1991, Corollary 2] a reduced alternatingdiagram D of K must have the same crossing num-ber as the diagram �̂. Therefore, sinceg(D) = g(K) = maxdeg�(K)= maxdeg�(�̂) = g(�̂);the number of Seifert circles of D is the same asthis of �̂, namely 3. But by Morton's inequali-ties [1986] the P polynomial determines the writheof a diagram of minimal number of Seifert circles,if the Morton{Williams{Franks inequality is sharp.Therefore [�] = w(�̂) = w(D). Since D, as a di-agram with 3 Seifert circles, can be made into abraid diagram by at most one Vogel move [Vogel

1990], and since � changes at most by 2 under acrossing change, the remark after Proposition 11.1of [Murasugi 1974] shows that ���(K) � �(�̂)�� � 2.However, by Murasugi's signature formulas, for klarge enough ���(K)� �(�̂)�� also gets large enough,a contradiction.Finally, to show that in�nitely many of the knotsare distinct, let k ! 1 and use again Murasugi'ssignature formulas showing � !1. �
3. AN EMPIRICAL APPROACHA more realistic estimate for the quality of (�) asa rationality test can be obtained by examining thetables in [Hoste and Thistlethwaite 1999].First, (�) detected all nonrational prime knotsfrom the tables of [Rolfsen 1976] (which are easy toidentify from the Conway notation recorded there).For knots of 11 or more crossings, Thistlethwaitedoes not specify which knots in his tables are ra-tional, but the number of such knots for given lowcrossing number can be obtained by computer in afew seconds by enumerating iterated fractions aris-ing from compositions of the crossing number intothe entries of the Conway notation, and considering(only) fractions p=q with p; q 2 N mutually primeand p odd up to the equivalence p=q1 � p=q2 (=)q1q�12 = �1 in Z �p (see [Kanenobu 1986], for exam-ple). The numbers arecrossing number 11 12 13 14 15 16# of rational knots 91 176 352 693 1387 2752A formula for these numbers has been proved in[Ernst and Sumners 1987].Considering prime alternating knots, I found thatthe number of knots satisfying (�) coincides up to 16crossings with the one of the above table, showingthat (�) decides about rationality of any such knot.A further check showed (�) to be violated for anycomposite knot of at most 16 crossings, assumingthat so far the crossing number is additive underconnected sum and taking from a prime knot and itsobverse only one as a factor, as mirroring a compos-ite factor does not change either of the expressionson both hand-sides of (�). By [Menasco 1984; Kid-well 1987; Thistlethwaite 1987], (�) is easily shownto be violated by any alternating composite knot,by comparing the edge coe�cients.
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knot Description in the notation of [Dowker and Thistlethwaite 1983]121879 4 12 �18 14 �20 2 8 �22 �24 �10 �6 �16122037 6 10 14 �18 2 �20 4 22 24 �8 �12 16137750 4 12 14 �16 18 �20 2 �22 24 �26 �6 8 �10137960 4 12 16 �22 14 �20 2 8 24 26 �10 �6 181433787 4 12 16 �14 �22 2 �20 24 �26 �28 �10 �8 6 �181443535 6 10 24 �18 2 �20 �22 26 28 �8 �12 4 14 161444370 6 12 16 �22 �18 4 �24 2 �26 �8 �28 �14 �10 �201446672 8 �10 12 �18 20 �22 24 26 �6 28 �2 4 16 141446862 8 �12 �16 �20 22 �2 24 �4 26 �6 28 10 14 1815157719 4 12 14 �16 18 �28 2 �22 24 �26 �30 �6 8 �10 �2015168643 4 12 18 14 24 22 2 �26 6 �28 �30 10 8 �16 �2015233158 6 12 16 �24 �20 �26 4 �28 2 �10 �8 �30 �18 �14 �2215247180 6 16 14 20 �26 18 �24 4 2 10 28 30 �12 �8 22
TABLE 1. Knots of up to 15 crossings for which Kanenobu's formula (�) fails as a rationality test.It is clear that among the nonalternating knotsexamples should occur, and the simplest ones aretwo knots of 12 crossings, 122037 and 121879. The�rst of these forms a famous Birman pair (see [Lick-orish and Millett 1987, Example 17]) with 71; thecoincidence of Q in this case was observed, withoutfurther explanation, already in [Brandt et al. 1986].The complete list of exceptions up to 15 crossings isgiven in Table 1.

121879 122037
FIGURE 1. The two simplest knots for which (�) failsas rationality test.Besides 122037, Proposition 2.1 explains two moreof these examples: 1443535 (associated to 102) and1446862 (associated to the (2; 11)-torus knot 11367).For all 13 knots listed in Table 1, nonalternationcan be proved by the Kau�man [1990] F polynomial.In fact, except for the Birman (pair) knots and thetwo further examples 137960 and 15168643 (of whichthe �rst has the same V and Q, but not �, as 52),already the criteria for V given in [Kau�man 1987]and [Thistlethwaite 1987, Theorem 1] work.

The small number of exceptions compared to thetotal number of knots given in [Hoste et al. 1998]testi�es to the quality of (�) as a rationality test.
4. SOME MORE SERIES OF EXAMPLESIt may appear that the 10 knots of Table 1 that lieoutside of the scope of Proposition 2.1 satisfy (�)by accident. However, there are patterns underly-ing some of these remaining examples. Drawing thepictures, one observes striking similarities betweensome of them, which can be extended to in�nite se-ries.
Example 4.1. For example, the diagrams of 137960and 15247180 di�er just by a �t02 move at the crossingmarked with an arrow in Figure 2. Applying further�t02 moves we �nd that the next 8 diagrams still satisfy(�). Thus we are lead to conjecture that this willhold for the whole series of diagrams.This can be shown by some messy calculation, orby the following analytic argument. To simplify thenotation, set z = �u � u�1 and z0 = pz2 � 4 fromnow on. We need to show thatz �Q(z)� 1� = 2�V �z + z02 �V �z � z02 �� 1�
for the polynomials Qi and Vi of the diagrams Diwith i twists. Considering the generating functions

g(x; z) := 1Xi=0 Qi(z)xi
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andf(x; y; z) := 1Xi;j=0Vi�z + z02 � � Vj�z � z02 �xiyj
(the series converge absolutely in a neighborhood of(x; y; z) = (0; 0; 0) and (x; z) = (0; 0), respectively,because of the exponential growth of the polynomialcoe�cients in the crossing number) we �nd by therelations of the Q and V polynomials that these arerational functions in x and y (with coe�cients inthe fraction �eld F of Z [z; z0]) whose denominatorshave the form g(x; z) = g1(x; z)g2(x; z) ;with degx g2 � 3 and (1� x)jg2 in the case of g andf(x; y; z) = P (x; y; z)(1�x)(1�y)�(z+z0)2x�4��(z�z0)2y�4�with P 2 F[x; y], degx P � 2, degy P � 2 in the caseof f . To extract the diagonal part i = j of f thatwe are interested in (we call this `contracting'), weapply a usual trick from harmonic analysis, obtain-ing

~f(t; z) = 1Z
0 f�pte2�iu; pte�2�iu; z� du

= 12�i I
juj=pt 1uf�u; tu; z� du:The path integral can be calculated by evaluatingthe relevant residues for small t, namelyu = 0; u = t; u = t�z � z02 �2;obtaining rational expressions in t with denomina-tors composed by the �ve factors t2, t�1,�z + z02 �2t� 1; �z � z02 �2t� 1; �z + z0z � z0�2t� 1;the numerators being of at most the same degree int as the denominators.Thus the identity we wish to show, namely11� t + z2�g(t; z)� 11� t� = ~f(t; z)when multiplied by the lowest common multiple ofthe denominators (which is of degree 8 in t), turnsinto a polynomial identity of degree at most 8 in t.

 
137960 15247180

FIGURE 2. Two examples of nonalternating knotssatisfying (�), di�ering by a �t02 move only.To prove the identity, then, it su�ces to show equal-ity for the �rst 9 coe�cients in the Taylor expansion,which correspond to the �rst 9 diagrams, the oneswe checked above.
Example 4.2. The knots 137750 and 15157719 in Figure 3di�er just by two local replacements of a crossing bya parallel clasp. If we repeat this procedure, addingthe same number of crossings at both places, weobtain 6 further diagrams satisfying (�).Again, considering this series as the diagonal part ofthe 2-parameter series Di;i0 (with respectively i andi0 half-twists inserted: note that for i+ i0 odd theseare 2 component link diagrams), one can buildf(x; x1; y; y1; z) :=Xi;j;i0;j0�0Vi;i0�z � z02 �Vj;j0�z � z02 �xixi01 yjyj01
and contract three times, obtaining a polynomial int with coe�cients in some higher-degree algebraic

&
%

137750 15157719
FIGURE 3. Two further similar examples: smoothingout the marked crossings on the right gives the knotwith the diagram on the left.
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extension of F; likewise one builds the correspondingseries for Q,g(x; x1; z) := Xi;i0�0Qi;i0(z)xixi01 ;
and contracts once. One can then show the generalcase by some �nite number of checks (or by someeven messier direct calculation).Instead we show that the knots Di;j are nonalter-nating (something we would need to show also inthe previous example, but which is then a specialcase of the argument given in the following lines).We consider the maximal z-degree of the Kau�-man polynomial and check that for p + q = 6; 7,with p; q > 0, it is c(Dp;q) � 4, and that the max-imal coe�cient of z is of the form �ak � ak+4 forsome k 2 Z , which exhibits nonalternation [Kau�-man 1990, p. 426{427]. For p+ q > 7, with p; q > 0,the same property follows by induction on p+ q byapplying the Kau�man relation near a crossing pin the box with q twists with q � p and using thegeneral inequalitymaxdegz F (K) � c(K)� 1for any nontrivial linkK, applying it on the diagramon which the crossings in the twist box have becomenugatory.There is a further similarity of diagrams between1444370 and 15233158, this time involving local changesat 3 crossings; but in this case I was not able toextend it to an in�nite series.
5. QUESTIONSWe conclude with a summary of the problems sug-gested by empirical evidence.
Question 5.1. Is there a composite knot satisfying(�)?
Question 5.2. Is there a nonrational alternating knotwhich satis�es (�) (it would need to be prime)?
Question 5.3. Is there a nonrational knot with the Fpolynomial of a rational knot?Among rational knots (and also nonrational ones[Lickorish 1988]), duplications of F are well-knownand have been tabulated by Kanenobu.
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